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2016  The Silk Road·The Sound of Piano, Strings & Voice 

China Phoenix County ·Xi’An International Music Festival 
Application Form 

 
Name：    

 
 
 

2-inch Photo  
(paste here) 

Chinese Name (if have):  
Sex：  Birthday:  
Citizenship:  
Address:  
Zip Code:   
Passport Number:  
Instrument:  Years of study：   
Current School：   
Current Grade:  Parent 

name 
(under 18): 

 

Contact Number：   
Email：   T-shirt size:  
You current private 
lesson teacher name：  

 Teacher’s current 
school：  

 

Teacher contact 
number：  

 Teacher’s email：   

Can you s peak Chinese?  Any food avoid?   
Do you have valid 
Chinese Visa currently?  

 Visa Expired Date  

Do you have the international medical insurance? 
Please write down the provider and number if you 
have. 

 

Brief Introduction Yourself (Learning experience/performance/award/honor) * or you can attach your CV behind this form: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you want to attend the competition：   
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Attachments Required: 
A. Sound recording with the following works with the YouTube video links sending to 
xianmtsy@hotmail.com: 

1. Piano - Recordings of any two pieces from different periods or different styles, which presents 
the applicant's highest playing.. 
2. Strings -  Any one movement of J.S. Bach suite, or sonata, or partita. Or one movement of a 
concerto, or sonata which presents the pl ayers highest playing.  
3. Voice – A classical repertoire Italian art song or a high-quality audio recording of one aria from 
opera and/or operetta. All selections must have accompaniment (piano or orchestra). Please be 
certain that your audio can be clearly heard. 

B. The copy of your passport bio page and the valid Chinese visa page.  
 
Attention: Please  submit the filled form and deposit the tuition as earlier as possible in order to 
assistant you to get the Chinese Visa.   
 
 
 

By summiting this form, I have carefully read the application details  on the website and I agreed to all 
the requirements. I understand that the information in this application is true to the best of my 
knowledge and I guarantee that the tape submitted is my own unedited performance. I acknowledge 
that I will follow the festival rules and the relative arranged activities during the event, any 
consequences of unschedul ed behaviors caused by me will be responsible by myself.  

 

Signature of applicant     Signature of parent/ legal guardian (Under 18) 

 

             

Date:       Date: 
 


